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Preface

This booklet outlines the material and component specifications of the ARUN 
Fresnel reflector based dish with moving focus for process heat applications. The 
purpose of this booklet is to lay out the material and component specifications of 
key components of the ARUN system to serve as a reference document so as to 
ensure desired quality under actual field operating conditions  by manufacturers 
supplying and installing the system.

The booklet is thus intended to serve as a guide for stakeholders interested in 
Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) system based on this technology for applica-
tions in process heat for industry and help them set up a durable system which 
meets the necessary safety and quality standards as well. It is one of a series of 
such booklets produced to cover the field of commercially available CST systems 
marketed for process heat applications in India.

The specifications for key components and subcomponents of the ARUN system 
and their associated parameters are outlined in an easy to understand tabular 
format. Wherever applicable, images of the components and schematic diagrams 
have also been presented for an easy identification of the system components. 
The booklet has been compiled with significant technical inputs from Clique solar 
which is the technical knowhow developer and sole manufacturer of this tech-
nology. Inputs and suggestions of experts active in the domain of concentrated 
solar thermal systems and users alike have also been taken in the compilation of 
this booklet.

***





Background

India has a very good potential for solar energy, with average solar irradiation  
around 4-7 kWh/m2/day. This abundant solar radiation can be used to meet the 
demand of low to medium process heat as required by various industries and in-
stitutions. Concentration of solar radiation to produce temperature in the range 
of 100 to 450˚C or more is called concentrated solar thermal (CST) technology. 
This technology offers sizeable deployment potential across a diverse range of 
industries and commercial establishments in India.  

There are six CST technologies commercially available in India, namely:
• Fixed focus automatically tracked elliptical dish (Scheffler)
• Dual axis tracked paraboloid dish
• Fresnel reflector based dish (ARUN dish)
• Single axis tracked parabolic trough concentrator
• Non-imaging concentrators
• Linear Fresnel reflector

About the ARUN Dish Technology
The ARUN dish is a Fresnel paraboloid solar concentrator with a point focus. It 
has been developed by Clique Solar with research support from IIT-Bombay. 

Underlying principle  
The ARUN dish is made up of multiple mirrors mounted on specially designed 
frames.  These emulate the contours of a parabola. The mirrors are arranged 
in a fresnelized manner so as to reflect the incident solar radiation to the focal 
point of a collector. A receiver placed at the focus captures the solar radiation and 
transfers it to the thermal medium used in the system.  The dish is provided with 
a two-axis tracking mechanism enabling it to be continually focussed towards 
the sun in a manner similar to a sunflower. Of the CST options, the dish has the 
advantage that its full aperture area is always capturing the maximum possible 
radiation and so it is highly efficient with respect to available DNI at any point of 
time.
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Key components of the ARUN dish
Key components of ARUN dish based system can be classified on the basis of 
their individual functions:

ARUN Dish
• Collector
• Receiver
• Dish stand
• Tracking System

Balance of System
• Piping 
• Instrumentation and Safety Mechanism
• Storage System (optional)

Key design variants
ARUN solar dish is currently available in three design variants, namely
     
           

     
                

             ARUN 160                             ARUN 100                                  ARUN 30
The important characteristics of these three designs are as follows:

Parameter ARUN 160 ARUN 100 ARUN 30

Aperture Area 169 m2 104 m2 34 m2

Footprint Area 3mx3m 3mx3m 3mx3m

Thermic medium Steam, hot water, 
hot oil, hot air

Steam, hot water, 
hot oil, hot air

Steam, hot water, 
hot oil, hot air

Delivery capacity

Up to 20 bar 
pressure, Up to 
3000C 
temperature

Up to 20 bar 
pressure, Up to 
3000C 
temperature

Up to 10 bar 
pressure, Up to 
1800C 
temperature
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Parameter ARUN 160 ARUN 100 ARUN 30

Weight Moving weight 
13 tons, Total 
weight   18 tons

Moving weight 9 
tons, Total weight   
12 tons

Moving weight 2.5 
tons, Total weight   
3 tons

Height 18.5 m from top 
to bottom

11.5 m from top 
to bottom

7.5 m from top to 
bottom

Effective annual 
saving of fuel

16,000 – 20,000 
litres of furnace 
oil equivalent

9,000 – 12,000 
litres of furnace 
oil equivalent

2,500 – 3,000 
litres of furnace oil 
equivalent

(Source: Clique Solar)

End-use applications
The ARUN dish is normally used for the low-medium process heat applications. 
It can attain temperature up to 300°C depending upon the specific requirement 
in industries, commercial & residential complexes, religious places, etc. A typical 
ARUN 160 Dish has thermal capacity equivalent to 6 Lac Kcal/ day on clear sunny 
day. (Source: CSH India)

Schematic Diagram of CST based system with ARUN Dish (Courtesy: CSH India)
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Some of the typical application areas of the ARUN dish are:
• Steam generation          
• Water heating
• Oil heating
• Milk pasteurization
• Food processing
• Community cooking
• Solar-assisted comfort cooling
• Laundry
• Effluent Evaporation

The design configuration of an industrial process heat solar system normally de-
pends on the specific application; it may consist of one or more of ARUN dishes 
in a system. ARUN dishes have already been installed in various thermal applica-
tions across industries including laundry in hotels, milk pasteurization in dair-
ies, comfort cooling in offices, effluent treatment in chemical industries amongst 
others. Clique Solar is the only manufacturer of this technology in India. There 
are around 28 ARUN Dish systems installed at 16 places across India. The list is 
given at Annexure.

Efficient development of the Fresnel reflector based dish in the country requires 
component and material standards to be followed for maintaining the quality in 
the field by the manufacturer and thereby assurance of the quality by an end-
user.

The following section covers detailed specifications of various components and 
material types of Fresnel reflector based dish.

***
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Material and Component 
Specifications

Collector
The collector of ARUN Dish is an assembly of mirrors of high reflectivity arranged 
on a structural steel framework. The mirrors are arranged in a fresnelized man-
ner to give a parabolic shape and thus reflect the incident solar radiation to a 
common point, i.e. the receiver. 

                                                           
Specifications

Mirror

Parameter Specification

Type
Solar grade glass mirror with low iron content for 
outdoor use

Material Tempered and toughened glass tested for scratches and 
durability

ARUN DISH

Mirrors  Support Structure
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Parameter Specification

Shape Flat mirror cut in required sizes for different models

Thickness 2-3 mm

Reflective Coating High quality silver back coating

Reflectivity 93-94 %

Protective Coating Special weather protection coat

Support Structure

Parameter Specification

Design
Octagonal/ square space frame structure with 
arrangement to fix mirrors at different angles 
(proprietary design) so as to have an accurate focus

Material Standard Structural steel as per IS1 2062

Shape Flat/ parabolic depending on the model size

Thickness of 
structural 

components
Minimum 5 mm

Protection from 
corrosion

Galvanization of all components of the structure as per 
relevant code for coastal saline environment/ other 
environment conditions or epoxy coating / 
PU(Polyurethane) paints

Strength & 
Durability

Designed as per IS 800/IS 875 and allied/applied codes 
considering a life of 25 years

Fixing of mirrors 
on Support 
Structure

On the base structure with the help of industrial 
adhesive and fasteners to form a Fresnel design

Indian Standard1 6



Receiver
The receiver of ARUN Dish is placed at the focus of the dish to capture the solar 
radiation and transfer the same to thermal medium used in the system. This criti-
cal component is generally a cavity type absorber constructed of either pipes or 
plates as per the design codes used in manufacture of similar thermal equipment 
using conventional heat sources.  There are two main types of receivers used in 
ARUN system:
• Coil type – used for water / thermic fluid recirculation systems
• Shell type – used for direct steam generating non-IBR systems 
(IBR - Indian Boiler Regulation)

In case of shell type receivers, the pressure parts exposed to solar radiation are 
made of IBR quality plates. The receivers of both types are supported on a steel 
structure.

     

Specifications

Receiver

Parameter Specification

Design

Coil Type

•	 Seamless pipes in the form of a helical coil in cavity 
receiver

Shell Type

•	 Plates in the form of a cavity receiver

Cavity Receiver
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Parameter Specification

Material

Coil Type

•	 Mild Steel seamless pipes for Coil type

•	 Outer Cylinder of MS plates

Shell Type

•	 IBR quality Mild Steel plates for parts exposed to 
solar radiation in Shell type

•	 Outer Cylinder of MS plates

Size & 
Thickness

Coil Type

•	 Coil tube diameter is based on the thermic fluid and 
flow rate required as per the process.

•	 Coil tube thickness is based on the pressure           
required in the system. Generally the thickness is as 
per Schedule 40 or class C.

•	 Outer Cylinder dimensions are as per design of 
receiver

Shell Type

•	 Plates dimension and thickness are based on        
application pressure and temperature.

•	 Outer Cylinder dimensions are as per design of        
receiver 

Insulation

Insulation of Mineral wool/Glass wool/Rock wool material 
with 100 mm thickness 

Cladding of Galvanized Iron/ Stainless Steel/ Aluminium 
material with 22 SWG thickness

Strength
Subjected to hydro-test as per the applicable pressure 
rating of the system
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Parameter Specifications

Durability
With normal use as per operation and maintenance 
manual the receiver is designed to last for 5 – 7 years 

Standards & 
Certification

ASME standards to be followed for complete receiver as 
boiler/ receiver vessel

For subcomponents ASME2 / BS3 / BIS 4/ DIN5 standards as 
applicable to be followed

Receiver support structure

Parameter Specification

Design
Structural steel ladder/ bend frame using standard IS 
sections designed to hold the receiver at the focal point

Material Standard mild steel as per IS 2062 

Protection from 
corrosion

Galvanization of all the components of structure as per 
relevant code for coastal saline environment/ other 
environment conditions OR epoxy coating / PU paints

Strength & 
Durability

Designed as per IS 800/ IS 875 and allied/ applied codes 
considering a life  span of 25 years

Receiver support structure 
for ARUN 160 /ARUN 100

Receiver support structure 
for ARUN 30

British Standards

2
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

3

Bureau of Indian Standards4

Deutsches Institut für Normung (German institute for standardization)5
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Dish Structure
The basic framework of the dish structure is made of steel. The structure is de-
signed to minimize wind speed in operating condition as well as in parked stage 
as per the structural design code. The overall system rests on a foundation which 
provides an elevated support. The foundation is of 2 types:
• Civil foundation
• Structural foundation

The selection of foundation type depends essentially on where the dish is to 
be erected. In case of dishes erected on ground, the choice is generally of civil 
foundation. For dishes erected on terraces of buildings, the choice is generally of 
a structural steel foundation. However, if, the building columns are of sufficient 
strength, civil foundation can be provided even for the terrace based installa-
tions. 

Lower Part of Civil Foundation Upper Part of Civil Foundation

Structure 
Foundation
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Specifications

Civil Foundation

Parameter Specification

Design
Designed to rest on soil of sufficient strength or to suit 
the soil condition

Material M20 / M25 grade concrete 

Coating Protection Coating of paint on an exterior surface

Strength & Durability
Designed as per IS 456 and allied/ applied codes 
considering a life span of 25 years

Structural Steel Foundation

Design Structural duck foot design for erection of dish

Material Standard structural steel as per IS 2062

Protection from 
corrosion

Galvanization of all the components of structure as per 
relevant code for coastal saline environment/ other 
environment conditions OR epoxy coating / PU paints

Strength & Durability
Designed as per IS 875 and allied/ applied codes 
considering a life span of 25 years

Tracking System 
ARUN dish is provided with a two axis tracking mechanism which enables it to 
be focused continuously towards the sun in a manner similar to how a sunflower 
follows the sun in order to capture the maximum possible direct radiation at 
any point of time and avoiding cosine losses. This is an active tracking system 
consisting of electrical motor, gear boxes, sprockets and chains, shaft, supporting 
structure etc

                       

Counter weight  Gears with Sprockets & Chains  Controller Box
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Specifications
Tracking System

Parameter Specification

Mechanism
Microprocessor based Dual axis tracking system i.e. 
moves East-West & North-South

Control Logic

Sun position sensors based tracking with feedback     
mechanism

Solar algorithm (preprogrammed) based tracking (for 
any emergency situations)

Safety features

Automatic Emergency handling- the control system is 
equipped with deal with standard emergency i.e.

Thermal Emergency

•	 Due to failure of mains power causing pump to 
stop OR process parameter being exceeded due 
to interruption in process OR reduced utilization 
of the heat energy generated

Wind Emergency

•	 Due to very high speed wind                               
(abnormalcondition)

•	 Control system takes the dish to the safe parking 
position

Tracking Emergency

•	 Due to tracking sytem failure which could          
generally arise out of maintenace issues

Accuracy of 
Tracking

+/- 0.2° 

Weather 
Protection

Outdoor IP654

Cable channel for protecting cables, processor based 
electronics system covered inside the box casing 

Ingress Protection6 12



Subcomponents

Parameter Specification

Sensors
Standard Sun position Sensor (Generally Photo Diode), 
Wind Sensor, Feedback Sensor (proximity sensor), 
Lightning Arrester

Motor
Standard TEFC Motor with 0.25 HP/ Axis for ARUN 160, 
100 – 40 W for ARUN 100 and ARUN 30

Gear Box

Standard reduction type Gearbox

Selected as per the calculated torque for expected life 
span  of 10 – 15 years

Sprockets and 
Chains

Selected as per the torque and speed requirements

Suitable for 25 years with proper maintenance

Balance of plant normally includes a number of components such as Heat trans-
fer pipe & support structure, Instrumentation & Safety mechanism and Storage 
tank (optional). The heat transfer pipes carry fluid and transfer the heat received 
by it to an end use application. Fluid circulates in the system at a certain desired 
rate to quickly and efficiently transfer the received heat from solar field to end 
use application

Specifications

            

Parameter Specification

Type Electric Resistance Welded (ERW) pipe or seamless pipe

BALANCE OF SYSTEM

Heat Transfer Pipe
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Parameter Specification

Material Galvanized Iron/ Mild Steel/ Stainless Steel

Size and 
Classification

Pipe diameter can vary from 1/2” to (but not limited to) 4”

Thickness of pipe depends on the pressure and 
temperature of the application under consideration

Rating of seamless pipe may vary from Schedule 10 to 
Schedule 40; Schedule 80 may also be used

Rating of ERW pipes may be class A, B or C depending on 
the application

Working Fluid Hot Water/Steam/ Pressurized Hot water/ Thermic Fluid

Temperature & 
Pressure Range

Saturated steam with pressure up to 20 bar and thermic 
oil up to 300 °C

Fixing mechanism Fixed using standard U clamps or using guiding / sliding 
supports

Strength and 
Durability

As per ASME codes and standards

Insulation

         

                     

                           

Type Thick insulation layer with cladding over the pipe 

Typical LRB Mattress Aluminium Cladding
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Parameter Specification

Material

Insulation Material - Mineral wool or Glass wool or Light 
Resin Bonded (LRB) mattresses 

Cladding Material – Aluminum/Stainless Steel/ Galvanized 
Iron sheets 

Thickness
Insulation thickness varies from 25 mm to 150mm 

Cladding thickness varies from 24 – 26 SWG

Circulation Pump

Pump  As per API7 674/ISO8 5199 / DIN 24255 / EN 733 Standards

Instrumentation

     

                

           

Pressure Gauges As per IS 13947 / IS 3624 Standards

Temperature 
sensors

As per DIN 43760 / EN 60751 / IEC 9751 Standards

Valves  As per API 598 / BS 5352 Standards

Flow meters 
Standard Positive displacement / Turbine / 
Electromagnetic / DP / Vortex flow meters as suitable for 
application flow rate

International Electrotechnical Commission9

American Petroleum Institute7

International Organization for Standardization8

    Typical Flow Meter   Typical Pressure gauge  

 

 

Typical Pressure Valve
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Support Structure

   

Parameter Specification

Design Structural Steel Structure fixed on to RCC column

Material 
Standard structural steel as per IS 2062

M20 / M25 grade concrete

Coating 
Protection 

Galvanization of all components of the structure steel as 
per relevant code for coastal saline environment/ other 
environment conditions or epoxy coating / PU paints

Coating of paint on an exterior surface of Civil structure 

Strength & 
Durability

Designed as per IS 800/ IS 875/ IS 456 and allied/ applied 
codes considering a life span of 25 years

Storage System (optional):
The thermal storage subsystem is a part of the circulation system. It stores heat 
from the circulating fluid when the temperature becomes too high. Likewise, 
when the temperature is too low, it supplies stored heat to the fluid.

    

Storage Tank
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Specifications

Heat Storage Tank

Parameter Specification

Type Cylindrical tank 

Material Generally MS, other materials as per the application

Size Depends on the application requirements

Storage Medium Hot water / Pressurized hot water / Hot oil

Temperature and 
Pressure Range

• Hot water can be stored up to 85 ⁰C in 
        Non-pressurized storage or at 200 ⁰C in Pressurized      
        storage.
• Hot oil storage up to 350 ⁰C 
• Pressure depends on application and any surplus 
        energy during solar hours besides the medium of 
        storage

Strength and 
Durability Designed as per ASME codes and allied/ applied codes

***
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Annexure

List of installations 

User State Aperture 
Area(Sq. m.)

Application (s)

Chitale Dairy, Sangli Maharashtra 338 Milk Processing

Mahanand Dairy, Latur Maharashtra 160 Milk Processing

Salem Dairy, Salem Tamil Nadu 338 Milk Processing

ITC Maurya, New Delhi Delhi 338 Laundry, Cleaning and 
Cooking

Mahindra & Mahindra, 
Pune

Maharashtra 169 Washing of automo-
bile components

Ramakrishna Mission, 
Chennai

Tamil Nadu 104 Cooking with storage 
facility 

Akshardham Temple, 
New Delhi

Delhi 104 Steam Cooking

NTPC, Greater Noida Uttar Pradesh 338 Space cooling with 
VAM

Turbo Energy Limited, 
Paiyanoor

Tamil Nadu 338 Space cooling with 
VAM

Heavy Water Board, 
GOI, Kota

Rajasthan 676 Effluent evaporation 
application

Christian Medical Col-
lege, Vellore

Tamil Nadu 104 Boiler feed water 
heating

Police Training 

Centre, Ongole

Andhra Pradesh 68 Steam generation for 
cooking

Police Training 

Centre, Anantpur

Andhra Pradesh 68 Steam generation for 
cooking

Anandvan Maharashtra 104 Steam generation for 
cooking

Bajaj Auto Maharashtra 169 Hot Water generation 
for Degreasing
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Contact:
For more details on the manufacturers/suppliers, government sup-
port, applications, technologies and successful installations please 
visit: www.mnre.gov.in OR www.cshindia.in OR contact Project 
Management Unit UNDP-GEF CSHP, Ministry of New and Renew-
able Energy, Block 3, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003. 
Telefax: 011-32314365/24363638, Email: singhalak@nic.in 

Toll Free Helpline No. 1800 2 33 44 77 could be accessed Mon-
day through Friday between 9:30am to 6:30pm and on Saturday 
9:30am to 1:30pm

Prepared for the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Govern-
ment of India, under the UNDP-GEF project on Concentrated So-

lar Heat by IT Power Consulting Pvt. Ltd, New 
Delhi-110019 website: www.itpower.co.in

Prepared by 
IT Power India


